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1. About

The department of Education was established in the year 1965. The department offers students

both UG and PG courses.



2. List of Faculties

Dr. Gyanendra Nath Singh
Qualification M.A., NET
Designation Assistant Professor
Contact 9711743967
Email goldengyan@gmail.com
Specialisation and area of
research

Inclusive Education, Measurement and
Evaluation, Contemporary issues in
Education

Research papers- 08, Seminar- 09

Dr. Santosh Kumar Shukla
Qualification M.A., NET, Ph.D.
Designation Assistant Professor
Contact 9410042209
Email Santosh228@gmail.com
Specialisation and area of research Moral and Social Education

3. List of Ex-faculties:

1. Dr. Haridwar Ram

4. Student Profile:
Though the students who seek admission in this institution come mostly from economically and

socially backward segments of the society, yet their performance is appreciable. Our students are doing

well in different walks of life after completing their studies from this institution.

5. Changes in Courses:
In 2020, the department has adopted a new syllabi of as recommended by UGC and Jananayk

Chandrashekhar University.

6. Success rate and drop-out rate:
The department has showed a good trend in success rate (90%) of students. The drop-out rate is almost

negligible.

7. Learning Resources of the department:
Library: For UG students, there is a central library. The students have easy access to library.



Laboratory- There is laboratory for UG students equipped with facilities of memory test, personality test,

transfer of learning etc.

8. Modern teaching methods: We practice classroom and laboratory teaching.

9. Academic and personal Counseling: The department takes keen interest in providing academic and

personal counseling to students

10. Faculty development programmes: Not done yet.

11. Participation in academic activities:
Teaching- The faculty is regularly involved in teaching (theory and practical).

Other Academic Activities-
The faculty is actively involved in different college activities like admission, examination, etc.

12. Collaboration with other departments and institutions: None

13. Priority Areas of Research, Ongoing Projects and Publications of last two years- None
14. Placement record- Our students have been occupying. good positions in different walks of life after

completing their study.

15. Plan of action of the department for the next five years:
We plan to improve the laboratory facilities for our students.


